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**The author list includes just about everyone in the field!  I’ve discussed this idea directly with many 
Steering Committee members, NEO colleagues, IAU personnel, UN folks such as Romana Koffler, etc!



Background & Motivation 
Asteroid scientists need better means of 
communicating impact energies and 
likelihood with the public
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But why change?

Current units are confusing

--megatons TNT (who’s seen a pile of TNT lately?)

--’Hiroshima’ units based on nuclear yield measured from 
a real wartime event 80 years ago

--Nuclear units confuse the public—no radiation is 
released during asteroid impacts (!!!)



Old units

1 megaton TNT = 4.2 X 10^15 joules

Wartime nuclear blasts ~ 2 X 10^13 joules  



But why change?

Also—and importantly—measuring these events based 
on acts of war (that had profound influence on Japanese 
society) is as good a reason as any to change

(PDC in Japan here)  



LPL NEO Meeting/Tucson

--At a recent NEO meeting in Tucson there 
was a *very* energetic discussion

--Crowd suggested ‘Shoemaker’ for the 
name of the scale

--Many participants (including Bill Gray, 
Eric Christensen, Davide Farnocchia) 
made suggestions



Introducing The Shoemaker Scale

--After much discussion, Shoemaker Scale was suggested

--Tribute to Eugene Shoemaker (and Carolyn!), some of 
the founders of regular NEO surveying  and the study of 
NEOs and impacts

--Range 0 to 10, similar to Richter Scale, with 10 being 
catastrophic and 1 being entirely routine and not 
something public would notice

--Impact energy scales nicely with impact probability!  
(rarer events produce more damage)
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Score/Unit Frequency Damage
0---Meteor Many Daily None

1---Fireball Daily None

2—Dashcam Fireball Monthly None

3--Peekskill Annual Extremely rare

4--Airburst Decadal

5--Chelyabinsk 100-year event Local and limited

6 1,000 year event

7 10,000 year event

8 1,000,000 year event

9 100,000,000 year event

10 Billion year event Planetwide Catastrophe



Example

--1 CHELYABINSK (to be used for airbursts) = 2 X 10^15 
joules (1/2 megaton)
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Example Units
--1 BARRINGER (to be used for actual terrestrial impacts) 
= 4 X 10^16 joules

(Presumably no humans
In this part of the world
50,000 years ago?  Any 
anthropologists in
The room?)
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Usage of new unit system
Gently encourage the use of these units in the future 
(keep in mind I have no power here whatsoever)

Most airbursts are a small fraction of a single Chelyabinsk 
and less than 4 on the Scale

This was intentional—most of the small airbursts are not 
worth getting excited about!   

Nudge folks away from using nuclear units that confuse 
issue



Still under construction.  Comments!?


